154 Chap. 6—third party dealings with goods
in some capacity, e.g., carrier, innkeeper or repairer, or
dealing with them in a variety of other ways.
The following pages will be devoted to an examination
of these various problems.
section i—sale or pledge by hirer
(A)   SALE  OR  PLEDGE
If, during the currency of a hiring or hire-purchase
agreement, the hirer sells or pledges the goods, the question
may arise whether the owner can recover the goods or
their value from the purchaser or pledgee. The answer
to this question depends on the nature of the agree-
ment between the owner and the hirer, and the effect
of two comparatively recent enactments upon the
Common Law.
By the Common Law no man could give to another a
better title to goods than he had himself. This rule was
later modified in the course of centuries by incorporating
in it a rule of the Law Merchant to the effect that a sale
in a public fair or market was protected, i.e., a sale in
market overt (a).
The Common Law position was lucidly stated in
Loeschman v. Machin (b) to the following effect, viz. : that
the general rule is that if a man buy goods or take them
on pledge and they turn out to be the property of another,
the owner has the right to take them out of the hands of
the purchaser, except indeed in the case of a sale in
market overt.
Even where the owner had voluntarily parted with
possession of the goods by the contract of bailment (c),
 (a)	See Clayton v. Le Roy, [1911] 2 K.B. 1031 (33 Digest 562, 467),
at p. 1038 et seq. for an illuminating judgment on this subject.    For
notes on market overt see post, p. 169.
 (b)	(1818). 2 Stark. 311 ;   43 Digest 491, 303.
 (c)	For full consideration of the subject of bailment see the leading
case of Coggs v. Bernard (1703), 2 Ld. Raym. 909 and Smith's Leading
Cases ;  3 Digest 53, 7.

